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as an adjunct at
 Palo Alto College,
 San Antonio Col
­lege, and the Uni
­versity of Texas at
 San Antonio. He
 has published widely
 on theory and the
 profession; his latest
 book is Traveling
 Through the Boon
­docks (2000).
The 2003-04 Bulletin of Palo Alto College lists
 
a two-course sequence for world literature.
 The first, English 2332, is described as "a
 study of representative genres and master
­pieces of the literature of the world begin
­ning with ancient writing and ending with
 the Renaissance." The second course, Eng
­lish 
2333,
 is "a study of the major genres,  
movements, and representative works from
 the Neoclassical period to the present."
 Two-course sequences in both British and
 American literature precede the listing for
 world literature. Following it are separate
 courses in African American, Mexican
 American, and American multicultural liter
­ature.
In the fall of 2003, I taught a section of
 
the first course in the world literature
 sequence. "You can do anything you want,"
 the chairwoman assured, after handing me
 the first volume of the HarperCollins World
 Reader, "in case you want to have a look." I
 groaned, inwardly. Instead, 
I
 had a look at  
David Damrosch's new What is World litera
­ture?, in which we read at the outset the fol
­lowing: "I take world literature to encom
­pass all works that circulate beyond their
 culture of origin, either in translation or in
 their original language.... [A] work has an
 effective life as world literature whenever,
 and wherever, it is effectively present with
­in a literary system beyond that of its origi
­nal culture" (4).
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The HarperCollins Reader is a triumphant example 
of
 such an  
"effect." But Damrosch's ensuing, wide-ranging discussion miss
­es, I believe, the distinct sense in
 
which what  he terms a "literary"  
system is founded upon a curricular practice, which is, in turn,
 supported by a publishing system, focused — 
in
 this case — upon  
multi-volumed, many-paged textbooks, carefully edited and
 annotated by distinguished teams of scholars. (Damrosch
 
himself  
has edited another, The Longman Anthology.) Would world litera
­
ture
 as a subject even exist at all in the United States if it were not  
for such textbook anthologies as the HarperCollins Reader 
or
 the  
Longman Anthology? Arguably not. My chairwoman's instinct was
 sure. A consideration of what to choose to read for a course in
 world literature perforce begins with a look at one of these
 anthologies, whether or not it ends there.
My 
own 
heart sank. The Greeks? I hadn't read them for years,  
my 
own
 teaching career began by trying to master some of the  
specialized scholarship in order to teach them better, and by now
 I was as distant from the whole classical context as my students
 could be expected to be.1 The Epic of Gilgamesh? After 
more
 than  
thirty years spent in part flitting in and out of teaching world lit
­erature, I've still never read it. Such ignorance ought to count for
 something. And so my consideration went. A syllabus provided
 by the chairwoman from the "learning community" she and a col
­league had established by teaching the first sequence of the 
world literature course was impressive. There was Genesis, there was
 The Koran. There were field trips to the San Antonio Museum of
 Art, there were guidelines for a "Cultural Connections" presenta
­tion. The syllabus rebuked me. My heart sank anyway.
If world literature 
is
 not an example of John Guillory's  
"fetishizing of the syllabus/list," no course is (35). Indeed, it
 seems to me that anthologies such as the HarperCollins Reader or
 the Longman Anthology are 
all
 list — each  textbook so huge and all-  
encompassing as to effectively finesse completely the question of
 the canonicity through the answer of the syllabus (despite Guillo
­ry's well-known critique to the contrary). Not only can the hun
­dreds of 
pages
 of each not be taught in a semester or even a year,  
they are not meant to be. If, according to Guillory, we ought to
 ignore the content of any particular example of "school culture"
 and emphasize instead its relation to class "ownership" then the
 HarperCollins or the Longman volumes become the most literal
 possible material manifestation (41). Each student can buy, and
 therefore in theory 
retain,
 the book. No matter if it can only be  
studied for a few months. The book
 
can — again, in theory (ignor ­
ing especially the lure of buy-back policies at the campus book
­store) — be subsequently owned after the course is 
over
 like a vol ­




Not that anyone at
 
hundreds of colleges and universities in the  
United States seems to be particularly worried. A course such as
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English 2332 is no more 
in
 need of theoretical justification at Palo  
Alto than parking lots for students or grilled cheese sandwiches
 on the menu in the student union grill. Whether out 
of
 continued  
respect to the pieties of an old humanist tradition, or adherence to
 the dictates of the venerable General Education requirement, Eng
­lish 2332 abides as securely in the curriculum as it continues inse
­
cure
ly in the discipline.2 Textbook anthologies provide much of  
the reason for the security. So what if the selections in these
 anthologies appear to be driven today
 
by little more than the need  
to include every conceivable national origin or global region, and
 if the scholarly effort to organize these selections 
now
 seems to be  
almost hysterical? Coherence, if not justification can still be
 found, as Damrosch most recently demonstrates. He ultimately
 proposes a three-part definition of world literature, the final part
 of 
it
 characterized thus: "not a set canon of texts but a mode of  




basis of his first two parts anything can be studied from 
anywhere as long as it is translated. On the basis of this last part,
 anyone can profitably read 
it
 — and so Lady Murasaki can be read  
alongside Proust (his example). 
Of
 course, one can worry about  
the meaning of the 
word
 "detached." In my opinion, Damrosch  
misses, for example, the ways in which world literature at a com
­munity college such as Palo Alto is burdened to function as an
 Introduction to Literature course (which the college doesn't offer).
 Worse, 
though,
 is the fact that he has to be content to relegate to  
the reading experience of the individual all the many problems of
 national context and history (to mention these 
only)
 over which  
his previous pages have worried. The concluding part of 
Dam- rosch's definition 
of
 world literature leads the opposite way from  
one of Guillory's sponsoring assumptions: "literacy 
is
 not a sim ­
ple matter of knowing how to read and write, but refers to the
 entire system by which reading and writing are regulated as
 social practices in a given society" (77).
My 
own
 sense of these practices kept me both well away from  
HarperCollins or Longman and nervously close to the idea that
 some selection of individual texts might be better — better
 attuned, at least, to the cultural backgrounds of my students. 
At a community college in San Antonio 
they
 are likely to be mostly  
Hispanic. So how to get closer than Latin America? I decided
 upon one basic text: Roberto Echevarria's Latin American Short
 Stories. Supplementing 
this
 edition I chose two novels: Gabriel  
García Marquez's Of Love and Other Demons and Maria Escandón's
 Esperanza's 
Box
 of Saints. Granted, since the course was world Lit ­
eraure, we 
would
 have to study these texts in English translation.  
(Born in Mexico and now living in the United States, Escandó
n held out the promise 
of
 having written in Spanish and translated  
herself 
into
 English, although nothing in the edition is said about  
3
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this.) My hope, however, was that the Spanish some students
 
undoubtedly knew might somehow not only enliven 
our
 study  
but lead to a consideration of how the Spanish language and its
 culture are actually valued 
in
 the American society outside the 
classroom.
Almost as important to me 
were
 such additional concerns as:  
What precisely is distinctive about Latin American literature, and
 how distant 
is
 the region — politically or socially as well as cul ­
turally — from North America? My students might not feel that
 such questions were so urgent. And there was always a chance
 
that
 it would make little difference to them in the end if, instead,  
I had chosen, according to Damrosch's formula of "combina
­tions," to compare Lady Murasaki and García Márquez. As it
 was, though, this formula felt as idle to me as choosing yet again
 to read
 
Aeschylus or  Dante, from the HarperCollins anthology. Of  
course you ignore at your peril the conventional way a venerable
 course has been embedded within an institution or a discipline,
 founded on its textbook practice. Yet for one semester anyway I
 was resolved to dismiss the global meanderings of world litera
­ture — away with Eastern Europe this year, enter the Middle East
 — to see if I could profitably circumscribe the subject instead to
 one region, and to try to become engaged with a selection of fic
­tion from this region according to reading protocols that were
 (whatever else) not so detached.
I.
Why
 until very recently has Latin  America fared so poorly among  
the canons of world literature? Cervantes 
or
 Luis Vas De Camões  
have usually been enlisted to do service for the literature of Spain
 or the Iberian Peninsula. More recently, Sor
 
Juana Inés de laCruz  
has often been the first Latin American author to appear in text
­book anthologies, until the 
still
 more rec nt discovery of the "new  
antiquity," as Damrosch 
terms
 it at one point (131). Now the most  
up-to-date selections feature material from Mesoamerica or from
 the Mayan Popol Vuh. (Two 
of
 the chapters of What is World Liter ­
ature? explicitly concern Latin American texts, most provocatively
 I, Rigoberta Menchú.) And it seems to be more common than ever
 before to 
see
 Machado de Assis or Cesar Vallejo included among  
the 
duly
 anthologized alongside Borges, Neruda, and Marquez.3  
Despite all this, however, 
it
 seems to me that "Latin America"  
occupies its allotted space on the stage of
 
world literature without  
having passed through the phase of
 
being Latin American.
That is, it hasn't been permitted the opportunity to pose its
 own answer to the question of colonization, as an emergent con
­dition for so many of the
 
world's literatures, now all so newly resi ­
tuated among themselves and free within the pages of textbook
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anthologies to enter into combinations with each other that their
 
own
 respective historical determinants could never have con ­
ceived. Of course 
it
 isn't entirely clear what "answer" Latin  
American literature could be expected to give. Grant first that it's
 difficult enough to understand Latin American history or politics
 in its 
own
 terms, beginning with the question of whether or not  
Latin American should
 
now be considered "postcolonial." (To use  
the 
term
 according to the first of  Arif Dirliks definitions, "as a lit ­
eral description 
of
 conditions in formerly colonial societies"  
[296].) Could it be the case that Latin American literature has
 been slighted because instead it was considered colonialist, and
 therefore insufficiently competitive with hegemonic Europeanist
 models?
Consider Román de la Campa, in taking issue with the follow
­
ing statement of Gayatri Spivak: "Latin America has not partici
­pated 
in
 decolonization." Spivak fails to acknowledge, he coun ­
ters, " the existence of a Latin
 
America that speaks through differ ­
ing voices, most particularly from within, but 
also
 through First  
World diasporic and immigrant articulations like her own." "She
 makes no effort to document," he continues, "a vast region with a
 
rich
, though far from successful, history of attempts to decolonize  
that inform more than a century and a half 
of
 culture and litera ­
ture." Perhaps most damning of all, Campa concludes thus: "Her
 Latin America gets locked into the mirror of 
its
 own reception  
through the critical tropes 
that
 also flow, uncritically, particularly  
in the U.S. academy" (9). In other words, sympathetic as Spivak
 might be concerning the Latin American attempt, most recently
 through magic realism, to "narrativize" its decolonization, she is
 confined not only by her ignorance about one region of the 
world but by a restrictive "First World" series of assumptions about
 what social and political conditions have to obtain before literary
 power can display itself as other than the allegory of its own com-
 ing-into-being.




 other literatures than English have written "the  
postcolonial" (now using the term according to the third of Dir-
 lik's definitions, "a description of a discourse on [the period after
 colonialism] that is informed by the epistemological and psychic
 orientations that are the products of those conditions" [296]) he
 maintains that "in other 
cases,
 particularly in Latin America, lapse  
of time seems to have banished the label and enabled its replace
­ment by other ones 
of
 which, of course, 'magic realism' has been  
only the most recent instance" (7). In fact, he reverses Spivak; if
 to her, magic realism fails to narrativize its decolonization, to
 Punter, magic realism succeeds — so triumphantly, in fact, that it
 can eventually do without the postcolonial idiom (which, he
 implies, was only the product of somewhere else, the very objec
­
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tion Campa makes about Spivak). Both Spivak and Punter might
 
agree that magic realism is a distinctively Latin American literary
 product. In their disagreement, however, about what precise
 political valence magic realism has, the two exemplify a larger
 confusion, I believe, about how to establish Latin America's "con
­tribution" to world literature.
Is it any wonder that the textbook anthologies keep their dis
­
tance from magic realism, and settle instead for a comprehension
 of Latin America 
that
 is basically either pre-colonial (Mayas and  
Aztecs) or colonial (Columbus and Bartolomé De 
Las
 Casas)?  
Come the Twentieth Century, other authors can be penciled into
 pre-ordained categories as need arises: Oswald De Andrade
 under "Twentieth Century Manifestoes" (in Damrosch's Long
­man), Paz under "Modern Memory," Neruda in "Perspectives
 about Poetry," Vallejo as a "Cosmopolitan Exile," and Lispector
 (along with García Márquez) in "Gendered Spaces." Of South
 American authors, Damrosch allots only Borges some substantial
 space of his own. (Borges is not easily categorized as either a
 magical realist or a postcolonialist.) And so even with the best of
 intentions, a certain reading of Latin America gets established in
 which the region is no longer marginal, to be sure, but finally
 appears fraught with too much theoretical baggage to disturb the
 delicate balances 
that
 comprise the field of world literature.
At what cost does a literature become an example of world lit
­erature? Hard to say. But in the case of Latin America, the near
­complete absence in textbook anthologies of its literary produc
­tion between the Conquest and the twentieth century effectively
 seems to validate 
Spivak's
 claim. If decolonization occurred, evi ­
dence for such a narrative is hard to find, and the reader who
 would be interested in coming across any such evidence will be
 left disappointed or confused.4 Of course such a reader, in turn,
 is not the "detached" one of world literature. Is this reader, then,
 but a theoretical fiction? What sort of reader would arise instead,
 as at least some evidence for colonization and its aftermath was
 made available? In effect, 
in
 restricting the course to Latin Amer ­
ican literature, I presumed through its quite specific history as
 well as volatile political framework to disrupt the grandly histori-
 cized and subtly depoliticized scheme of world literature. How
­ever, how much of 
this
 to reveal to my students? To prod them 
into inquiring about the assumptions of a World literature course
 seemed to make as much 
sense
 as asking why Palo Alto has park ­
ing lots. The students 
were
 merely taking a[nother] required  
course; to the extent 
they
 had any assumptions, they expected —  
as one said the first day — to read "authors like Shakespeare."
6




One of the strangest stories in the Echevarria anthology, and the
 
one my students most disliked (I took a survey) 
is
 "Meat" by Vir ­
gilio Piñera. Let Piñera stand for a category 
of
 Latin American  
writers known only to specialists — or perhaps fellow country
­men. Piñera is, or was, Cuban (1912-1979). Echevarria's excellent
 prefatory note sketches something of Piñera's bohemian homo
­sexual 
life,
 mentions a contact  with Witold G mbrowicz as well as  
Borges on the basis of "time spent in Buenos Aires," and suggests,
 but does not clarify, some political dimension for "Meat," which is
 about a town — not named — suffering from a meat shortage.
 One day one citizen cuts off a piece of his left buttock. The fam
­ished townspeople are impressed by his example. Despite some
 "minor resistance" from the ladies garment workers union, every
­body soon begins to slice, cut, and consume themselves. The two-
 and-a-half 
page
 story ends with "the crisis of public order"  
resolved, and no one is disturbed by a decrease in population.
How to read 
this
 story? I tried to  provide some context for it.  
Of course it would help to know when it was written or pub
­lished, but Echevarria doesn't give this information. If before the
 Revolution, "Meat" could be given one reading; if after, another.
 (After the Revolution, we are told, Piñera returned to Cuba, only
 to be arrested within a year or two for "political and moral
 crimes.") I 
opted
 for a post-Castro perspective, and tried to  
describe a Cuba where everybody knows everybody's business
 and where all are afflicted by some fundamental lack, represented
 by the lack of meat. Whether the meat signified its 
own
 literal  
nourishment or some larger appetite, especially sexual in nature,
 is open to interpretation. The important thing is the spectacle of a
 society where, contrary to the famous Marxist formula, each is not
 given according to his needs but instead each has to take from
 themselves in order to satisfy their need.
But by 
this
 time I had lost the class, who could only profess  
themselves disgusted with the story, period. I made a half-heart
­ed attempt to relocate the story in 
terms
 of what might be termed  
a "queer" reading — the self-mutilation 
of
 the townspeople as  
auto-erotic, and so on (including now those provocatively protest
­ing lady garment workers). But the fact of the author's homosex
­uality, I sensed, repulsed the 
class
 as much as the townspeople's  
cannibalism. What about the enticing statement of the third-per
­son narrator concerning the "glorious spectacle," whereby "it is
 requested that descriptions not be given out" (328)? Who exactly
 made the request? Authorities so powerful they can't be named?
 The townspeople themselves, perhaps having internalized these
 authorities so wholly 
that
 they don't have to be named? I bid the  
class to imagine a life under some implacable collectivity mandat
­
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ed by Communism. No response. At the most visceral level,
 
where a response doesn't have to be reasoned, my students were
 just not interested in discussing "Meat."
One student did ask a question: "Why don't the people 
move 
to another town?" My answer was not satisfactory — something
 to the effect that the other towns surely suffer fro  the same
 shortage. What I really wanted to do was attempt to restore
 another 
kind
 of context, s cial rather than political. What would  
it be like to live in a country where the basic unit of social life is a
 "community" in the form of a small town? No McDonald's, no
 Office Depot, no malls. No internet, no television. We Americans
 (I would continue) can no longer easily imagine such a country,
 not to say such a life. Nonetheless, 
many
 of the world's literatures  
— such as Cuba's — emerge from a society that consists of towns
 or villages. This is why we read literature, in order to .. but wait:
 Now I would have been sounding like 
David
 Damrosch. In fact,  
precisely because "Meat" presents a world "beyond our 
own
 place  
and time," 
in
 fundamental ways my students couldn't read the  
story!
Another response to the student's well-intended question
 
could have been formal in nature. Like many of the stories 
in
 our  
anthology, "Meat" is a 
fable.
 As such, it  begs to be relieved of the  
expectations that a reader brings to a "short story," with its realis
­tic descriptions of actual circumstances and its investigations of
 character. We might have considered a broad historical question:
 Why does Latin American fiction produce so many fables, 
or
 at  
least fable-like narratives? (And then we would have to review
 the initial Echevarria material from the colonial period, especially
 the examples of Indian mythology.) Or we might have attended
 to perhaps a narrower aesthetic subject: What exactly is a fable?
 (By this time we 
had
 read a few earlier examples.) A  most helpful  
editorial comment could be enlisted for either possibility: "In
 'Meat,' the protagonist's actions assume a metaphysical dimen
­sion" (327).
Trouble is, I didn't pursue either of these possibilities. The
 
resistance of the class to the story was already metaphysical. By
 the time of the 
above
 question, not even an interpretation that  
found "Meat" to be about the San Antonio Spurs winning anoth
­er NBA championship would have engaged students. And to
 have unfurled the question of whether or not "Meat" could be
 best understood as a "colonialist" or a "post-colonialist" text
 might have forced them into the parking lots. There are things
 you can't do with a story in any class, if you and your students
 suddenly find yourselves out of some fundamental sympathy
 with 
its
 whole way of imagining. It might be my job — or any  
teacher's — to instruct students now to achieve my own "detach
­ment." Yet paradoxically 
in
 this instance, the sympathy — just to  
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And there are probably even more things you can't do in a
 
world literature class, especially when you and 
your
 students find  
yourselves without some mutually available context for the whole
 rationale of a text. 
In
 many respects, the study of world literature  
is this context, and, once you have to resort to lecturing in order to
 
try
 to restore it (whether or not the text comes complete with edi ­
torial introduction and notes), the result is seldom some material
­ization of missing sympathy. In my experience of English 
2332,
 I  
would compare to "Meat" the most-liked story (according to my
 survey), "The Featherless Buzzards" by Peruvian author Julio
 Ramón Ribeyro. Echevarría characterizes 
it
 as "a flawless fable in  
which misery acquires a bizarre poetic aura" (318). Was 
it
 the  
"aura" or the fable that engaged my students? Impossible to
 determine. One of the best students in the 
class
 wrote the follow ­
ing comment: "This story reminds me of
 
my sister and I when we  
were three and four
 
years old." But could the girls have grown  up  
so poor and wretched as the children in the story?
"The Featherless Buzzards" concerns a poor grandfather and
 
his two young grandsons 
who
 scrounge garbage each morning in  
order to 
try
 to satisfy the insatiable appetite of  the family pig. The 
boys take to competing with buzzards at the local garbage dump.
 One day one of the boys brings home a mangy dog from the
 dump, and the dog 
is
 reluctantly accepted by the tyrannical  
grandfather. Earlier, the same boy 
had
 cut his foot on a piece of  
glass. He now comes down with a terrible fever. Both boys stay 
home, until the grandfather eventually forces the healthy one out
 to scrounge, leaving his brother and the dog. Upon the boy's
 return, he discovers that the grandfather has fed the dog to the
 pig. He
 
hits the grandfather, causing  him to fall  backward into the  
pigpen. The two boys flee the house, as "sounds of a struggle
 were coming from the pigpen" (326).
In many
 
ways, "The Featherless Buzzards" is as useful a "Latin  
American" text as 
I
 might  have hoped for, when  I first devised the  
course. It's not about bourgeois 
life.
 The issue of class is promi ­
nent. Desire is for food rather than sex. The authority that  blocks  
desire 
is
 implacably paternal. (We spent some time discussing  
why the grandfather is not instead the father, and why there is 
no mother in the story.) Life 
is
 presented as a struggle not only close  
to the level of nature but directly with nature. (Hence the reason
 that so many 
of
 the anthology's stories are either about animals or  
else feature animals.) If there is any "excess" to be gained over
 and above the struggle for existence, as represented by the dog, it
 must be 
won
 from the economic order, represented by the pig.  
(The only capital the family has.) Not all of these points emerged
 in our discussion. Most did. Did somebody not even remark that
 the people in "The Featherless Buzzards" cannot be imagined
 reading about themselves? Talk about reading with respect to
9
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"the social conditions 
of
 existence!" To put the matter too crude ­
ly: it felt as if 
in




 only one problem: those buzzards. Are they the  
same as condors? The original Spanish text proved to be unob
­tainable. In Spanish, there are two words for the English referent,
 "buzzard." Presumably in the original one of
 
these words is used,  
and not a third word, specifically designated for "condor." What
 difference does it 
make?
 The difference, I think, between a South  
American
 
reader (Peruvian  in particular) and a detached one. The  
ideal reader is meant, I
 
believe, to find a real pathos in these feath ­
erless buzzards, 
who
 therefore cannot fly, not to mention fly as  
high as condors. Such a reader will at least know 
that
 condors  
were a symbol of the Inca Empire, and may know such myths as
 one I learned somewhere once, to the effect 
that
 the day the con ­
dor and the eagle meet will be the best day for the Americas. But
 what if an actual reader knows nothing of the history — and
 therefore the national identity — that the title evokes? Again to
 put the matter very crudely: such a reader is consigned to be the
 reader of world literature — detached from socio-historical deter





my actual case, the actual reader  proved over and  
over to be an American, his or her Hispanic background notwith
­standing. (I was never able to determine how many of my 23 stu
­
dents
 read or spoke Spanish.) Of course, as Stuart Hall reminds  
u , "cultural identity is not a fixed essence at all, lying unchanged
 outside history and culture." If it were, then why read anything,
 
or
 at least anything from another culture? Cultural identities are  
best thought of, Hall continues, "as always constructed through
 memory, fantasy, narrative and myth. ... Not an essence but a
 positioning [his emphasis]" (113). In the undergraduate world lit
­erature classroom, though, cultural identity can appear as mea
­sured, bounded, and fixed as a parking space. If a native reader
 of a national text has no exclusive access to it, the distinctive
 access of a non-native reader often has to be gained by initially
 imagining the position of a native. How best to acknowledge
 what is rather necessarily going to be lost?
III.
What does a postcolonial critique have to offer world literature?
 
Nothing less than a theoretical imperative to 
try
 to recuperate the  
inevitable failure of
 
cultural  understanding — within cultures, not  
to say between or among them — on the model of
 
the individual's  
loss of the mother. Above, Hall disavows a culture's past as no
 longer simple or factual, "since our relation to it, like the child's
 relation to the mother, is always-already 'after the break'" (113).
10
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Of course, the mother does not 
die
 easily. Witness another promi ­
nent postcolonial critic, Homi Bhabha, who finds the hallucinato
­ry construction of "the mother country" by the colony the root of
 all manner 
of
 dualistic thinking, including the self  and its doubles.  
Not at all, counters David Punter, after citing this moment in
 Bhabha: "The relation between mother and child is not reducible
 to the relation between doubles" (qtd. in Punter 125). The 
world of William Gibson's Neuromancer (Punter's particular f cus) is full
 
of
 so many different kinds of replication "that we might suggest  
that the attempt to preserve post-colonialism as a category 
has more to do with the fantasy of retaining Europe as mother, 
no doubt 
how
 deserted and reviled, than with recognition of 'inde ­
pendence' in any of its useful senses" (125).5
In
 a curious way, the latest textbook anthologies of world liter ­
ature are in the process of giving up this fantasy. What else is  
Damrosch's combinatory principle but a means of at once recog
­nizing the fact of replication and then seeking to appropriate its
 power through myriad cultural intersections and textual interac
­tions across 
time
 and culture? (I stumbled upon one within the  
narrow confines of my own course, first comparing the García
 Márquez novella with his 
film,
 "Miracle in Rome," and then dis ­
covering yet another example of the figure of the missing child in
 the Escandón novel.) Giving up the fantasy, however, does not
 mean, as I have tried to show, that an area such as Latin America
 will be able to attain its "independence" any time soon within
 anthology pages, although its chances may be better than those of
 the Middle East 
or
 Asia. World literature may not absolutely  
require mother countries. It does require mother tongues. A lit
­erature that cannot be translated into English — and thereby, as
 Damrosch argues, "gain" in the process — will never be part of
 the World.6
What the postcolonial critique has to offer is a revaluing of
 
what must be lost in translation. Not merely, say, the missing
 Spanish word for "buzzard" or "condor." Not even the missing
 Spanish text itself, with its own stylistic music, semantic horizons,
 and cultural dimension. Postcolonialism provides a way of seeing
 what Punter terms at one point the "subtext, a 'text instead' crav
­ing for our attention, always on the verge of obliteration by more
 'heroic' narratives, by stories that form themselves into redemp
­
tive
 patterns, by plots that will be valorized by the Wes " (175).  
Reading this text in "Meat" is reading its sardonic construction of
 a "heroic" narrative, precisely, and then finding the disappoint
­ment or disgust you 
feel
 not to be a failure of understanding but  
to be an understanding 
of
 failure. Just so, reading "The Feather ­
less Buzzards" in terms of a postcolonialist orientation is to dis
­
cove
r something very much like what Punter terms "a specific  
notion 
of
 untranslatability; the fixing of a boundary beyond which  
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the strange, the uncanny remains, not only unconquered but also
 
fre
e to haunt the colonizers' illusions of coherence" (176).
In postcolonial terms, the very aberrations, dissonances, or  
ignorances that trouble a "detached" reading become the same
 things that, properly theorized, certify a more politically nuanced
 reading postion. Some position of "detachment" becomes a fan
­tasy of a privileged (metropolitan, Europeanist) center; a post
­colonial reading would be aware of the reader's 
own
 identity, and  
how it might participate in both the social conditions of the read
­ing process and the issue of power (in 
this
 case, primarily cultur ­
al) that underlies the process. The literature of all nations can be
 translated into English. But the very process of translation
 enforces illusions 
of
 understanding that do not countenance "the  
strange." Damrosch rightly calls attention to Wolfgang Iser's
 notion of "suggestive gaps" in the reading process and comments
 that "different readers will necessarily, and productively, fill in
 these gaps in different ways" (292). Punter, 
though,
 is speaking  
about gaps that remain after the hermeneutic work is done.




 is, I believe, an acute instance of  two things. First, how  
gaps are complicit with 
fixed
 information of some sort. (Contrary  
to Iser's — and Damrosch's — emphasis.) There are commonly
 going to be things, usually historical or cultural, that the reader of
 the translated text is not going to know and is going to 
feel
 the  
need to know. Second, how gaps are not only hermeneutic in
 nature (and so they always become, precisely, "suggestive") but
 
also
 aporetic. There are going to be things that the reader of the  
translated text will not be 
able
 to find translated and may have to  
accept as untranslatable. "Postcolonial writing, we might say,"
 Punter asserts, "is continually involved in a battle . . . with the
 'closure of the alternative,' the imposed perception of the impos
­sibility of ways of life that do not promise 'convergence' with
 global norms" (184). In this respect, 
all
 the world's writing pro ­
posed for study becomes postcolonial, or had best
 
be so regarded,  
if its gaps are going to be made productive.
But of course no syllabus can guarantee productivity. I had
 
supposed mine would, and that the very choice of
 
Latin American  
literature (already in some measure part 
of
 the lived experience of  
my Hispanic students) would 
arrive
 as it were pre-postcolonial-  
ized, especially over against the textbook anthology 
that
 I could 
have 
chosen.
 Wrong. I presumed the contrast. But the students  
didn't — couldn't. The precolonial material in the Echevarría
 anthology seemed as strange to them as Babylonian theogony, and
 the fiction — so filled with violence, so traversed by labyinths —
 must have often seemed as foreign as Goethe or Lu Xun. When
 teaching world literature, the burden 
of
 cultural understanding is  
never lifted, not even if you presume it to be closer to home. In
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such an elementary class, I couldn't present directly or overtly the
 
theory that I hoped to sponsor our study. Its politics seemed to
 elude us, time after time, at least on the level of individual inter
­pretation. Esperanza's 
Box
 of Saints has a character who is an  
American. I swooned in amazement. Our first American, in our
 final fiction! Who would have expected 
it
 would have taken so  
long for one to appear? Now we could well reimagine the relation
 between Latin America and the United States, at least on the evi
­dence of its literature; perhaps in the realm of the imagination the
 one is not so dominated by the other after all. But my students
 didn't appear to join me in my swoon. To the end, I wasn't sure if
 I'd made available to them too little politics or 
too
 much.
Or perhaps what I had hoped to teach under the auspices of
 postcolonialism had simply 
gone
 the way of globalization. Some  
theorists see postcolonialism to have outlived its usefulness any
­way. Granted, once it restored colonized people's agency.
 Nonetheless, Simon During suggests that "postcolonialism
 became a reconcilatory rather than a critical, anti-colonialist cate
­gory," no matter how 
it
 "radically unsettled" the triumph of  
modernity (386). In effect, postcolonialism cleared the ground for
 globalization, whereby the power of the economic is (re)born and
 the unity of the globe according to the structure of capitalist mar
­kets is emphasized 
over
 the ability of national states to restrict  
them. The incorporation of texts from so many more areas of the
 world into the most recent textbook anthologies of world litera
­ture is but one example — and 
of
 course a very minor one — of  
postcolonialism in its "reconciliatory" phrase. (The final pages of
 Damrosch's Longman feature a section on "Postcolonial Condi
­tions.") Such incorporation may well be better viewed today as
 another effect of globalization, wherein the incommensurability
 of various temporalities of individual national development 
has been or is being successfully negotiated.
I don't
 
believe this for a moment. At least not as a teacher of a  
course in world literature. Transform 
it
 into Latin American liter ­
ature and what you ultimately discover is 
that
 the incommensu ­
rable World inescapably re-emerges, if 
now
 in Latin guise. Not  
only do the different temporalities among various nations ever
 disappear, even in one region. (And so, for example, selections
 from Venezuela, Ecuador, or Bolivia scarcely appear at all in
 Echevarría, where selections from Argentina or Brazil dominate.)
 There simply is nothing 
in
 English 2332 comparable to a national  
narrative against which the gaps or dissonances of individual
 selections can productively play. Michael Elliot's discussion of the
 role of a Chinook 
tale
 about Coyote in The Norton Anthology of  
American Literature concludes as follows: "If students of American
 literature can remember that 
they
 may  never  be able to encompass  
these other 
kinds
 of knowledge [originally imparted by the Native 
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oral tale] perhaps they can continue to learn from another cul
­
ture's story before making it their own" (743). Perhaps. But stu
­
dents
 of American literature are not equivalent to students of  
world literature.
Who are these world literature students? 
More
 than once dur ­
ing the semester, I fancied them, no less than our community col
­lege, to be the product of very American parking lots, with all
 apologies to the values of traditional Hispanic families, chorizo
 con huevos, and Our Lady of Guadalupe. World literature? For
 so many of my students a drive-through or park-and-shop sort of
 subject — and the alternate destination I 
had
 chosen was ulti ­
mately no more diverting than the one (wherever it led) proposed
 on the official map. Certainly for them, there is no comparable
 stable background 
of
 categories such as "American" or "litera ­
ture" (or even "history") in the texts of the world, or any one por
­tion of it. Indeed, the very subject of world literature is designed
 to put its reader in position to transcend such categories. (The
 object is not to "disrupt" them. How can it be since in so many
 instances the categories have first to be introduced 
or
 annotated  
into existence?) But the categories couldn't
 
be transcended. Even  
restricted to a regional level, the national narrative always
 returns, either from the cultural position of the writer of the nar
­rative or of the reader. Sudden thought: What if a literature fea
­tures people 
who
 never drive cars? How will people who always  
drive cars read it?7
A
 
course in world literature that presumes to explore a nation ­
al narrative simply 
runs
 counter to the aims of the very subject,  
whose universalist pretensions are not easily outwitted merely by
 substituting a different, more circumscribed syllabus. My own
 course in Latin American literature may have had some success,
 but
 
not within the context of world literature. Within  this context,  
it was fated to fail. The best that could have been accomplished in
 English 2332 was to learn 
how
 to "read" its failure. I take post ­
colonialism to remain the
 
best available theoretical perspective on 
how a world literature course might be recuperated according to
 some principle of
 
differentiation and resistance, first and foremost  
against the textbook anthologies that dominate the field of world
 literature and annotate every position from which some alterna




For a previous discussion of the rigors of teaching world liter ­




Guillory notes as follows: "Given the social pressure to enforce  
vocational tracking at the lower levels 
of
 the educational system,  
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and to dispense more highly valued professional and technical
 
knowledge at the university level, the slot into which the human
­ities curriculum is confined 
is
 very small - as we know, the first  
two years 
of
 college study" (49). So understood, the reason for 
world literature at a community college such as Palo Alto scarce
­ly
 
needs to  be articulated, and in some sense cannot be. A succinct  
account 
of
 both the humanist tradition and General Education can  
be found in Graff.
3.
 
Compare Bloom, who has chapters on Borges and Neruda, as  
well as Fernando 
Pessoa.
 An "Appendix for Latin America" lists  
eighteen more usual suspects, with the perhaps striking exception
 of Renaldo Arenas.
4.
 
The presence of Latin America in the postcolonial critique  
could be very well argued to constitute a rebuke to that critique.
 Consider only one of its inadequacies, as 
argued
 in a well-known  
article by Ella Shohat: "Apart from its dubious spatiality, the
 'post-colonial' renders a problematic temporality. 
First,
 the lack of  
historic specificity in the 'post' leads to a collapsing 
of
 diverse  
chronologies. Colonial-settler states, such as those found in the
 Americas, Australia, New Zealand, and South America, gained
 their independence, for the most part, in the eighteenth and nine
­teenth centuries. Most countries in Africa and Asia, in contrast,
 gained their independence in the twentieth century. . . . When
 exactly, then, does the 'post-colonial'
 
begin? Which region is priv ­
ileged in such a beginning?" (325). Whatever the answer to
 Shohat's question, the region would not be Latin America, which
 routinely celebrates the very same "problematic discontinuity"
 within itself! For example, Fernando Calderon, after wondering
 out loud why García Márquez writes with a computer 
about magic worlds with yellow butterflies: "Maybe because we 
live
 in  
incomplete and mixed times of premodernity, modernity, and
 postmodernity, each of these linked historically in turn with cor
­responding cultures that are, 
or
 were, epicenters of  power. That is  
why our cultural temporalities are, in addition to incomplete and
 mixed, dependent" (55). This 
is
 also, he continues, why South  
American identity is so plural.
5.
 See
 Bhabha 111. For a related argument founded upon the dif ­
ference between reproduction 
(mother)




Therefore, it makes perfect sense that the whole project of  
world literature continues to find its most secure disciplinary
 home 
in
 comparative literature, whose profession requires mas ­
tery of at least one foreign language. (See Spivak's recent Death of
 a Discipline, wherein she begins by noting that "the old Compara
­
tive
 Literature did not ask the student to learn every hegemonic  
language; nor will the new ask her or him to learn all the subal
­tern ones" [10].) This requirement prevents comparative litera-
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ture
 from becoming, or rather already being, a kind of ideal real ­
ization of the discipline of English and American literature, at last
 fully expanded, ethnicized, and globalized. Meanwhile, the Eng
­lish of, or perhaps "in," English literature departments languish
­es like an untranslatable language. As Paul Jay soberly concludes
 in a recent PMLA, "the longer English construed as an essentially
 nationalistic discipline dominates literary study in the United
 States, the more it will 
seem
 a relic to our students" (45).
7.
 
Nothing better illustrates for me the fatuity of Spivak's con ­
cluding evocation 
of
 a comparatist ideal of "planetarity" than the  
fact 
it
 stages its best vantage from a plane. "Since the earth is a  
bigger concept metaphor than bounded nations," she writes, con-
 sidering-of all people-José Martí, "can we read it against Martí's
 grain and turn the text around for planetarity? Perhaps not."
 Then Spivak proceeds to the view of the earth from the plane on
 which she is writing, and adds that she is looking "not at Martí's
 invocation of the 
rural
 but at the figure of the land that seems to  
undergird it. The view of the Earth from the window brings this
 home to me" (93). Never mind, it seems, that the relation of most
 people to just about anything (never mind the formal study of lit
­erature) begins considerably further down, and 
that
 most of them  
would consider themselves fortunate to enjoy the vantage of the
 window of a car.
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